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1

1 Introduction

Mott MacDonald was commissioned by Cheshire West and Chester Council to:
Carry out a review of all parking-related matters in Cheshire West and
Chester to identify options and recommend future actions that are consistent
with the Corporate and sub-regional strategies and policies alongside future
development and regeneration proposals.
This document provides an executive summary of the data collection exercise which was
carried out in support of the Parking Strategy.
The data collection exercise consisted of a variety of elements to provide a comprehensive
evidence base for the strategy. The exercise involved reviews of Council and Government
policies, Parking Standards, and desktop research of the existing provision of off-street
and on-street parking, disabled parking, parent and child, motorcycle and cycle parking,
and residential parking zones. Desktop research was followed up by site visits to
undertake spot checks of all car parking provision within the defined study area for each
urban centre. In addition to the site visits, stakeholder consultation workshops were held in
each of ten locations around the borough, along with meetings with Cheshire West and
Chester Officers in Localities, Regeneration and Highways departments (hereafter referred
to as Localities) for each study area, to identify issues and opportunities based on local
people’s perceptions and experiences.
Stakeholder consultations, locality officer meetings and site visits of on and off-street
parking provision were carried out in the following urban centres:
● Chester (including all four Park & Ride sites)
● Ellesmere Port (including Little Sutton)
● Northwich
● Winsford
● Neston and Parkgate
● Helsby
● Frodsham
● Rural Areas (Cuddington & Sandiway, Farndon, Kelsall, Malpas, Tarporley, Tarvin,
Weaverham and Willaston)
● Cheshire Oaks (site visits only)
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Figure 1: Study area locations

Figure 1 displays the locations of all urban centres surveyed as part of the study,
including all four Park & Ride sites, within the boundary of Cheshire West and Chester.
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2 Borough Wide Findings

This section provides a summary of the borough wide findings which emerged through the
data collection exercise.
Site visits for each of the study areas surveyed the following:
● off-street car park spot checks (capacity, occupancy, quality, facilities and
tariffs/restrictions)
● on-street marked bays (capacity, occupancy and tariffs/restrictions)
● on-street residential park zone areas in Chester and Ellesmere Port (capacity and
occupancy)
● on-street unrestricted residential areas (capacity and occupancy)
The purpose of surveying the unrestricted residential streets was to identify where
residential parking zones may be of benefit to the area. Site visits were carried out in all
study areas on a weekday and in all areas except Little Sutton and Rural Areas on a
Saturday. For car parks which operate Cheshire West and Chester’s ‘Free after 3pm’
policy, occupancy counts were taken before and after 3pm; all other car parks were
surveyed once between the hours of 10:00 and 16:00. Specific findings from each study
area are presented in Section 3 below.
2.1

Location of Provision

In several locations around the borough, there is a significant mismatch between supply
and demand for parking. An example is Ellesmere Port, where the Wellington Road car
park is mostly unused whereas Civic Centre can be over-capacity. Also, very few public
car parks offer Parent and Child spaces; however in places where Disabled and Parent
and Child spaces are available demand for them is generally high.
Figures 2 and 3 below give the overall occupancy rate of off-street and on-street parking
provision on a weekday and Saturday for each survey area.
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Figure 2: Summary of Off-street Parking Capacity and Occupancy by town and day
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Figure 2 shows that the off-street car parking capacity for the areas surveyed across the
borough is 23,608. Occupancy rates on a weekday ranged from 82% in Neston and
Parkgate to 34% at Chester Park and Ride sites. On a Saturday, occupancy rates ranged
from a high of 71% at Cheshire Oaks to 27% at Park and Ride sites.
Figure 3: Summary of On-street Parking Capacity and Occupancy by town and day
(Marked Bays only)
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In total, there are 1255 on-street car parking spaces, with Chester accounting for over half
of this provision. The highest rates of on-street usage was in Neston and Parkgate (87%
on a weekday, 76% on a Saturday), lowest was in Winsford at 38% on a weekday and
40% on a Saturday.
Figure 4 below shows the required and actual provision of disabled parking spaces in
each study area. The required level of provision is set by national standards (see full report
for details) and the figure shows that a small number of places are meeting the required
provision but most places are under-providing.
Figure 4: Required and actual provision of disabled off-street parking spaces by
study area
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Source: Survey data and national guidelines

According to the Department for Transport there were 2.39 million Blue Badges held in
England in 2015, a 2.9% decrease since 2014. This trend is also applicable to Cheshire
West and Chester with 17,866 Blue Badges held in 2015, a 2.5% decrease since 2014.
Even with a growing and aging population, the number of blue badges issued in England
has been in decline since 2010. It should be noted that a Blue Badge helps an individual
park close to their destination, either as a passenger or driver. However, the badge is
intended for on-street parking only. Off-street car parks, such as those provided in local
authority car parks are governed by separate rules. Therefore, the under provision of
dedicated Blue Badge spaces may be attributed to blue badge holders being able to park
closer to their destination on either single or double yellow lines for up to three hours but in
general not where there are restrictions on loading or unloading. Most long stay car parks
provide a reduced number of disabled spaces, due to their location being out of town and
involve long walking distances to key destinations. Historically the larger car parks within
the borough where created before new disabled parking standards became adopted.
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Figure 5 shows the provision of parent and child spaces in car parks in each study area as
a proportion of the total number of spaces available. The majority of provision is in
privately owned car parks, however CWaC control a small number in Ellesmere Port
(Town Centre car park) and Frodsham (Castle Park).
Figure 5: Distribution of provision of parent and child spaces by study area and car
park ownership
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Source: Survey data

Like disabled badge holders a proportion of parents with small children experience
difficulty in using standard parking bays, as their vehicles are normally larger or they
require extra space around the vehicle to manoeuvre. Parent and child car parking
standards are set out similarly to disabled standards. However, parent and child spaces
are not legally enforceable and are often abused. Supplying them at locations where they
are not regularly required will only encourage this. It is suggested that parent/child spaces
should only be supplied where a development is expected to serve a high number of
young families, particularly those where parents are likely to be on their own or where they
will have additional luggage.
2.2

Parking Ownership

In most study areas, Cheshire West and Chester (CWaC) do not control the majority of
publicly available car parking. This makes implementation of a comprehensive parking
strategy challenging, given the potential for private car park operators to undermine its
objectives with pricing or otherwise. Figure 6 below shows the split of public and private
ownership in each study area.
Across the Cheshire West and Chester borough, there are 74 publicly owned car parks
with a total of 9,479 spaces and 56 privately owned car parks with a total of 14,129
spaces.
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Proportion of Spaces

Figure 6: Off-street parking capacity ownership by study area
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Source: Survey data

2.3

Parking Control

At present, charges for off-street parking exists in most publicly and privately owned car
parks in Chester and Ellesmere Port. Income from the publicly owned car parks
contributes towards the management of demand for parking in these places. In other areas
of the borough there are no charges in publicly owned car parks but charges are applied in
a select number of privately- owned off-street car parks in Northwich, Neston and
Parkgate, Frodsham and Cheshire Oaks. On-street parking is free across the borough,
although in some places charges may promote or encourage the use of more sustainable
modes of transport or Park and Ride where available.
In Chester and Ellesmere Port, there is inconsistency in parking charges. Public car parks
in Chester each have a different charging structure with no clear short stay and long stay
tariffs; tariffs range from an hourly average of £0.49 to £2.16 for public car parks and £0.81
to £2.38 for private car parks. In Ellesmere Port there is some congruence of tariffs, but
there remain different charges for car parks located very close to each other.
Figures 7 and 8 below show the wide variety of control methods for off-street publicly and
privately owned car parks and on-street parking bays across the borough.
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Proportion of Total Capacity

Figure 7: Distribution of off-street parking controls by study area
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Figure 8: Distribution of on-street parking controls by study area
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2.4

Disjointed Policy

The amalgamation of three district councils to form CWaC in 2009 has resulted in a lack of
harmonisation and consistency with respect to parking policy in the borough. An example
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of this is the Free After 3pm parking policy in Chester and Ellesmere Port, which appears
to run counter to the policy of encouraging use of sustainable modes and Park and Ride.
Another example is the planning policy which allows short term and cheap temporary car
parks in city and town centres, which are often of poor quality.
2.5

Residents Parking Zones (RPZs)

Implementation of new Residents Parking Zones within the borough can be challenging
given the requirements for more than 50% of potential zone households to be in favour. In
some cases, high proportions of respondent households are in favour but widespread nonresponse to consultation has led to schemes being deemed unsupported. A number of
areas have been identified in the Borough which may benefit from new RPZs, while some
existing zones have low rates of occupancy. A separate residents parking benchmarking
exercise was undertaken which compared policies and practices in other towns and cities
which operate residents parking zones against the policies in Chester and Ellesmere Port.
The benchmarking focused on costs of permits, prioritisation criteria, carers or attendance
permits, implementation and extension of zone criteria and permit to space ratio.
A number of recommendations were developed in light of benchmarking such as
amending the support criteria for implementation and extension of zones, requiring
evidence of need for a carers’ or attendance permit, and charging for permits based on
number of permits (a second permit costing more than first) or other measures.
2.6

Parking Quality

Car parking quality in Cheshire West and Chester is of varying degrees. As shown in
Figure 9, there are large amounts of good and very good quality parking. However, some
of the parking stock in the borough was deemed to be of average, poor or very poor quality
and would benefit from quality enhancements. In smaller areas this is mainly the privately
controlled stock. In larger centres such as Chester, Ellesmere Port and Northwich some of
CWaC’s own parking stock suffers from poor standards of quality including surfacing,
lighting, information and security, despite excellent improvement at some locations. Figure
9 shows the quality of off-street car parking for each study area; this covers both privately
and publicly owned car parks.
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Figure 9: Quality of off-street parking provision by study area
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2.7

Directional Signage

Directional signage for parking is often sporadic and absent in a number of locations. The
Variable Messaging system in Chester is no longer able to provide space availability and
instead displays information such as ‘Open or Closed. Signage can be unhelpful and
sometimes confusing, by naming car parks rather than describing their use (such as
‘Short-Stay’ or ‘Shoppers’). Other urban centres have signs to direct drivers to car parks.
Ellesmere Port lists the facilities alongside car parks to help drivers choose the best car
park; in Northwich signs indicate the total capacity of car parks, although they are not
always accurate and do not indicate intended length of stay.
2.8

Maintenance of Online Resources

The offer between different car park operators within CWaC could be better integrated.
Several publicly owned car parks are not listed online, such as Ledsham Road, Dene
Drive, Winsford Library and Sandy Lane. Online information regarding spaces and prices
of car parks and the number of spaces in RPZs often does not agree with what was found
during site visits.
2.9

Station Parking Provision

Several locations around the borough have inadequate car parks to cater for the demand
for rail station parking. These include Chester, Winsford, Hartford, Frodsham, Helsby and
Cuddington. The demand for these facilities means that parking often spills out onto local
streets causing conflict with local residents. A more comprehensive assessment of rail
station parking demand and supply has been recently carried out separately from this
strategy.
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2.10

Application of Technology

New technology has been supplied in a number of strategic locations around Cheshire
West and Chester. Most notable is the current roll-out of Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) and pay on foot machines in Chester car parks providing more
convenient payment options for customers. It is planned for these systems to be
implemented in other places across the borough where it is commercially viable. At
present, other technology advances in locations outside Chester is limited, in particular
very little electric vehicle charging infrastructure is available.
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3 Location Specific Findings

Following the borough wide observations and results in the above section, this section
gives a summary of the key issues identified for each of the nine study areas, shown in
Figure 1 in Section 1.
3.1

Chester

Chester city centre has a total of 5,240 off-street car parking spaces spread across 32 car
parks. 55% of the spaces (3,068) are in privately owned car parks, with the remaining 45%
(2,172 spaces) in publicly owned car parks. Additionally there are 3,103 parking spaces
across the four Park and Ride sites and 688 on-street parking spaces.
3.1.1

Site visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in
Chester is as follows:
● CWaC control less than half of publicly available car parking stock in Chester, which
currently makes it challenging to enforce a holistic strategy.
● There is large variation in pricing across the city centre, particularly between public and
private car parks. There is no consistent long or short stay tariff in public car parks (see
Figure 10 and Figure 11 below).
● Large variation also exists in quality – particularly in the private sector. Temporary
measures have raised the quality at Market but Trinity Street in particular is still very
poor.
● Occupancies of publicly owned car parks are generally lower than privately owned
during the working week, but this disparity does not apply at weekends.
● Although there is significant spare capacity across the city, both on Saturdays and
weekdays, there are concentrations of high demand in certain areas. The Hoole area of
the city and car parks on the south side of the city centre have high demand on
weekdays.
● Central car parks experience higher demand on Saturdays than during the week.
● Free After 3pm policy can be shown to generate a peak in traffic movements at 3pm
due to traffic accessing car parks to take advantage of the free parking. However, length
of stay analysis indicates that the profile of these trips is overwhelmingly short stay with
many less than an hour in length. This would imply a limited benefit to the wider
economy in Chester since most trips are not long enough to contribute significantly in
terms of spend. Further occupancy evidence shows that the overall occupancy of the
Market and Delamere Street car parks does not increase significantly after 3pm, which
implies that it is parking space turnover that is increasing. Due to the short stay nature
363641 | 1 | a | November 2016
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of most Free After 3pm trips, it is clear that the increased turnover has a significant
negative impact upon the evening peak period between 4pm and 6pm.Average length
of stay at City Centre car parks is 4 hours. Stimulation of longer stay trips for city centre
parking is needed.
● High usage of on-street bays in many locations indicates that the free offer is being
taken up at the expense of more suitable off-street locations.
● Some RPZ zones, such as C and J, have very low occupancy rates during the week,
whilst others generate much higher demand.
● Hoole and Handbridge have been identified as potential areas for additional RPZs.
Although not observed on site, anecdotal evidence suggests heavy parking on non RPZ
streets in Newtown suggesting a possible extension of RPZ restrictions may be
warranted.
● Evidence also suggests that the Garden Quarter experiences heavy levels of on-street
parking; however it is less clear that additional RPZs will resolve this due to multiple
occupancy student accommodation.
● Park and Ride sites generally experience lower occupancy rates compared with city
centre car parks, suggesting these are not being used to their full potential.
● Signage for car parking facilities is not as beneficial to drivers as it could be because
VMS signs list car parks by their name, not whether they are short or long stay nor how
many spaces are available.
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Figure 10: Publicly owned car park tariffs Figure 11: Privately owned car park tariffs
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3.1.2

Source: Survey data

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

In addition to the site visits carried out, two stakeholder consultations and one meeting
with the CWaC Officers and Chester Growth Partnership were held. The main findings
from these were that:
● There is conflict between city centre and local residential parking. Enforcement of
parking would improve compliance with restrictions; ANPR or other technology would be
beneficial in supporting this.
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● A consistent theme was that Park and Ride is underutilised. Usage could be
encouraged through pricing strategies which incentivise use of it over city centre
parking, improved quality and lighting at the P+R sites and greater flexibility in terms of
hours of operation.
● Signage of car parks needs to be improved which would help visitors to the historic city
to find suitable parking locations.
● Finally, the quality of car parks is inconsistent, with many central car parks being
unpleasant and/or difficult to manoeuvre in; the lack of alternative payment methods
beside coins is unpopular, although it is recognised that the new payment machines do
offer alternative payments and are planned to be rolled out across Chester.
3.2

Ellesmere Port

In Ellesmere Port, 2,416 parking spaces are provided in the town centre; 2,084 spaces
(86%) are in the 16 publicly owned car parks, with the remaining 332 spaces (14% of total
provision) in the 1 privately owned car park. In addition, there are 50 on-street parking
bays provided.
3.2.1

Site visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in
Ellesmere Port is as follows:
● Disjointed parking offer in Ellesmere Port with heavily used central parking area feeling
more like a retail park. In some areas parking provision does not meet demand.
● Low levels of use at Wellington Road, which raises the question of whether it could be
used more profitably, such as a development site, or potentially be repurposed as a
staff car parking facility to free up space for shoppers and other town centre users.
● On Whitby Road, the lack of on-street parking is perceived by some as potentially
damaging to the local businesses there.
● Inadequate parking provision in the Civic Way area limits the potential to cater for a
potential combined public services centre, as the plans for One Public Estate could
change Ellesmere Port town centre considerably.
● Limited rail service at Ellesmere Port station compared with other Merseyrail lines
reduces the attractiveness of Ellesmere Port as a Park and Ride site despite its
excellent location.
● Quality of publicly owned car parks is a concern in places.
● Charging for public car parks in Ellesmere Port has been met with some public
opposition, however evidence points to good utilisation of public parking generally.
Underlying perception that customers are travelling to Cheshire Oaks remains
prevalent. In reality the two centres provide very different retail offers and therefore
attract different markets.
● Signage in Ellesmere Port indicates the appropriate car park according to the amenity
they serve but do not inform drivers of number of spaces available.
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3.2.2

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

In addition to the site visits carried out, two stakeholder consultations and one meeting
with the CWaC Officers for Ellesmere Port were held. The main findings of these were
that:
● The lack of management strategy for car parks means that some car parks are heavily
used while others are almost empty because there is no differentiation between long
stay and short stay provision; in general there is a lack of long stay provision for
commuters.
● The existing charges for the central car parks are unpopular, despite being somewhat
nominal.
● The lack of alternative payment methods beside coins is inconvenient.
● Better road signage with improved tariff structures catering for long and short stay trips.
Supported by ANPR technology for enforcement, with new ticket machines providing
more convenient payment options would sufficiently raise the quality of the parking offer
in Ellesmere Port.
Figure 12 below demonstrates the wide variety in both occupancy (from 100% at Whitby
Hall and Civic Centre to less than 20% at Wellington Road and McGarva Way) and
average hourly price (free to 70p per hour).
Figure 12: Ellesmere Port car park distribution by average hourly price and weekday
occupancy
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Source: Survey data

3.3

Northwich

There are 2,414 spaces in off-street car parks in Northwich; 810 spaces (accounting for
32% of provision) are in the 10 publicly owned car parks, while 1,604 spaces (the
remaining 68%) are spread across 8 privately owned car parks. Please note this does not
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include Baron’s Quay which was not open at the time of site visits. There are 82 on-street
parking spaces in Northwich.
3.3.1

Site visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in
Northwich is as follows:
● CWaC control around a third of the publicly available parking stock in Northwich, which
makes it difficult to enforce an holistic strategy.
● Lack of long-stay parking provision is forcing employment and other long stay parking to
either flout the maximum stay rules, or park in unsuitable locations.
● There is potential local opposition to the implementation of chargeable publicly owned
off-street parking, and the current offer remains entirely free at the point of use.
● Some public car parks are of poor quality. The new high quality provision at Baron’s
Quay will expose this.
● Overall occupancies are similar during week and weekend – around 70% of spaces
occupied.
● Large variation exists in occupancy rates at individual car parks. For example on a
weekday, Watermans was 100% compared with 14% at Co-Op.
● Underuse of available on-street parking bays suggests that some of these are not in the
most effective locations.
● Potential requirement for an RPZ around the Infirmary and Memorial Court area,
although further site assessments are needed at the latter to establish the effectiveness
of an RPZ in this area.
3.3.2

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

The stakeholder consultations and locality officer meetings in Northwich found that:
● There is a shortage of long stay car parks, reducing options for commuters wishing to
park in the town centre. It is recognised that the forthcoming opening of Baron’s Quay
will address the general capacity issues although it may not meet the long stay
requirements.
● The lack of lighting in car parks, and general poor quality of car parks, can lead to
feelings of poor safety and security during darkness.
● Signage within car parks and to direct drivers to car parks is misleading and inadequate
in directing people to suitable car parks.
● A number of specific residential streets around the town centre experience parking
issues, in part as there are few or no parking options for town centre residents.
● The current management and enforcement system restricts dwell time in the town.
There is dissatisfaction in the reduction of maximum stay times in privately owned car
parks and the increase of enforcement.
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Winsford

Winsford has 1,208 off-street parking spaces spread across its 10 car parks. Privately
owned car parks account for 63% of provision (760 spaces) with the remaining 37% (448
spaces) in publicly owned car parks. Additionally, there are 48 on-street bays in Winsford.
3.4.1

Site Visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in
Winsford is as follows:
● CWaC control around a third of the publicly available parking stock in Winsford, which
makes it difficult to enforce an holistic strategy.
● There is potential local opposition to the implementation of chargeable publicly owned
off-street parking, and the current offer remains entirely free at the point of use.
● A number of public car parks are of very poor quality, particularly Church Street and
Winsford Library. Only 13% of public car parks were considered good (see Figure 13
below).
● Low average occupancies around the town centre – only 50-55% throughout the week
(although some individual car parks such as Dene Drive Small are small but very busy).
This indicates a general overprovision of spaces and the requirement for some
rationalisation, given the variation in occupancy levels between car parks.
● At just 5% of off-street capacity (and no on-street) provision of disabled spaces is low
and occupancy of these is generally high. 40% of off-street bays are in one privately
owned car park.
● Whilst there is no immediate concern in terms of number of spaces, it is noted that
3,500 houses are proposed by Neighbourhood Plan and that this may significantly affect
parking utilisation.
● Station parking is considered to be inadequate and reduces the ability of this location to
function as a Park & Ride.
● Signage in privately owned car parks is good whilst missing in a number of publicly
owned car parks.
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Figure 13: Winsford car park capacity by quality level and ownership
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3.4.2

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

The stakeholder consultations and locality officer meetings in Winsford found that:
● While the overall quantity of car parking provision is good, the provision of specifically
long stay car parking is limited, which causes problems for commuters.
● There is a lack of designation of car parking for specific purposes, in particular lorries
from industrial estates parking on-street.
● The retail offer of the town at present means the introduction of charges would be
unpopular.
● There are concerns about safety in a number of car parks, such as potential conflict of
space in the shared use area behind Winsford shopping centre. This area is used for
short stay parking, while also being used by service vehicles requiring large space to
manoeuvre.
● Blue badge holders park on double yellow lines and obstruct other vehicles, but this isn’t
enforced.
● In some places it is unclear what type of Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) have been put
in place in areas with double yellow lines and parking spaces appearing in the same
location.
● There is a lack of directional signage to inform drivers of car parking locations.
● Town residents have high car dependency – more needs to be done to encourage
people to use other sustainable modes of transport beside car, i.e. walk, cycle and
public transport.
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● Technology could be utilised to improve enforcement although this is a longer term
aspiration.

Neston and Parkgate

3.5

In Neston and Parkgate, there are 9 car parks with a total of 575 off-street parking bays.
There are 178 spaces in publicly owned car parks (31% of provision) and 397 spaces
(69%) in privately owned. In addition, there are 79 on-street parking bays.
3.5.1

Site Visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in
Neston and Parkgate is as follows:
● CWaC control around a third of the publicly available parking stock in Neston, creating
difficulty in enforcing an holistic strategy.
● Several of the car parks in Neston suffer from quality issues, most notably, Station
Road, Chester Road and the Old Quay in Parkgate
● Several car parks experience demand exceeding capacity - Tesco and School Lane
during the week, and School Lane and the library on a Saturday
● On-street parking in Beechways Drive was noted during a Saturday when the Library
car park was observed to be full.
● Illegal on-street parking on double yellow lines is known to occur on the High Street.
● On-street parking on The Parade in Parkgate was relatively high during the off-peak
season; during the summer, on-street parking is unlikely to cater for the demand and
therefore will likely overflow onto surrounding residential streets. Occupancy rates for
on-street bays are shown in Figure 14 – unrestricted bays are found in Parkgate while
the bays restricted to 1 hour are in Neston.

Proportion of Capacity

Figure 14: Neston and Parkgate on-street parking bay occupancy by day
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Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

The stakeholder consultations and locality officer meetings in Neston and Parkgate found
that:
● Generally there is good satisfaction with the quantity of car parking provision in Neston
although there is limited on-street parking provision and small numbers of people prefer
to park illegally on the High Street, rather than park in car parks.
● There is little enforcement therefore illegal parking continues.
● Quality and ease of access is a concern in car parks, with narrow access and bays.
● In Parkgate, there are greater issues associated with the visitor economy – there is no
coach parking and insufficient general parking.
● The lack of restrictions/charges along the Parade in Parkgate means high demand
during seasonal periods, and leads to overspill onto surrounding residential streets –
some small charge may be beneficial in the management of parking in Parkgate but the
general feeling is charges would be unpopular in Neston.
● Signage is excessive in Neston and inadequate in Parkgate, both of which are
confusing for users and visitors.
3.6

Helsby

There are 308 car parking spaces in Helsby; 93% of these spaces (285 spaces) are found
in the one privately owned car park, with the remaining 23 spaces found in the one publicly
owned car park. In addition, there are 32 on-street parking bays.
3.6.1

Site Visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in
Helsby is as follows:
● Helsby’s publicly available car parking is dominated by the private Tesco provision, and
is therefore mainly out of the control of CWaC
● The publicly owned Station Avenue car park was 100% occupied during the week
implying heavy demand in this area. It was significantly less busy during the weekend.
● Heavy usage of on-street parking bays during the weekday in particular indicate a
heavy demand for village centre parking.
● The rail station car park is over capacity and this causes pressure on nearby residential
streets. It is not considered that an RPZ is required at present as houses have off street
parking. However an RPZ may become necessary when Halton Curve opens and
demand for rail services increases accordingly.
● There is anecdotal evidence of some local business owners parking within Tesco car
park for long stays.
3.6.2

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

The stakeholder consultations and locality officer meetings in Helsby revealed that:
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● The main parking issues are concentrated around the station, which is used for
commuting. The low parking capacity leads to overspill on surrounding residential
streets (see Figure 15), causing conflict between station users and residents, shoppers
and workers in Helsby. Station Avenue car park is entirely filled by rail commuters as
there are no time restrictions or charges meaning there is nothing to discourage people
driving to the station.
● The one hour maximum stay restrictions on Chester Road are too short for leisure
users; however these spaces are often full despite the relatively short time restriction,
possibly because it is not strictly enforced.
● There has been growth to the south of the village but parking here is limited, such as at
the Britannia Road shops in particular where there is no disabled parking.
Figure 15: Parking pressures around Helsby Station on a weekday

Source: Mott MacDonald

3.7

Frodsham

Frodsham has a total of 678 off-street car parking spaces spread across its 12 car parks.
443 spaces (65% of provision) are found in privately owned car parks with the remaining
235 spaces (35%) located in publicly owned car parks. Additionally, there are 144 onstreet car parking bays, all of which are located on Main Street.
3.7.1

Site Visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in
Frodsham is as follows:
● The rail station causes significant parking issues on weekdays only. The capacity of the
station car park is inadequate and this issue will be exacerbated once Halton Curve
opens. The quality of the overflow car park is very poor, with no signage for users
stating any restrictions.
● As a result of public parking supply shortfalls, there is significant informal parking
occurring at locations such as Cowards Butchers, WH Smith, Will to Work Car Park, the
Leisure Centre and Princeway Health Centre.
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● On-street bays on Main Street are well used and 97% of capacity was used during a
market day. This fell to 56% on a Saturday, however it should be noted that this
observation was made in the afternoon and stakeholder consultation raised the point
that Main Street is often at full capacity on Saturday until noon.
3.7.2

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

The stakeholder consultations and locality officer meetings in Frodsham found that:
● The biggest issue, like with Helsby, is surrounding the station where demand is high
from commuters parking to take the train. This is principally due to the lack of
restrictions in car parking, which leads to overspill on to surrounding residential streets.
● The other main issue is around Main Street, where again, the lack of
restrictions/charges for on-street bays means they are used for long stay by workers in
the shops, leaving few options for short stay shoppers (see Figures 16 and 17). Market
day on Thursdays adds particular pressures and leads to people using other places to
park such as the Princeway Health Centre and unofficial car parks.
● While there is some opposition to the implementation of chargeable publicly owned offstreet parking, there is some acceptance that implementation of charges after an initial
free period may help to ease pressure and encourage people to use other methods
besides car. However, there are fears that charges could simply relocate the problem to
residential streets.
● There is a broad view that provision of disabled parking is poor in terms of quantity,
location and physical size of spaces.
● A holistic management strategy for car parking is needed in Frodsham; this should be
supported by the incorporation of signage and technology.
Fig 16: Distribution of on-street bays
by type
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Fig 17: Occupancy of on-street bays by type
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Rural Areas

Across the eight rural locations surveyed, a total of 627 off-street car parking spaces were
found. 399 spaces (64%) are located in publicly owned car parks, with the remaining 228
spaces (36%) located in privately owned car parks. In addition to the off-street spaces,
there are 132 on-street parking bays.
3.8.1

Site Visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys in the
Rural Areas is as follows:
● Several car parks around the rural areas were found to be of a low quality standard,
particularly Northwich Road in Weaverham, Lloyd Close in Farndon, Lord Binning Pub
in Kelsall.
● Private car parks (outside of the control of CWaC) have a significantly lower quality
standard than publicly owned car parks in general.
● Some capacity issues observed, particularly in Malpas (High Street), Tarporley (Bell
Meadow Court), and the Co-Op in Kelsall.
● Tarporley and Tarvin village centres displayed high levels of uncontrolled on-street
parking.
● On-street parking was at capacity on Park Road, Tarporley, and on Fir Lane and Mere
Lane in Sandiway.
3.8.2

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

While each rural location is unique with its own issues and opportunities, the stakeholder
consultations and locality officer meetings for Rural Areas found a few common issues.
These include:
● A general lack of high street parking provision with no differentiation between long stay
and short stay.
● There are pinch points in villages with large vehicles such as HGVs, coaches and
tractors conflicting with on-street parking on narrow streets.
● Publicly owned car parks are broadly of better quality than privately owned car parks
(see Figure 18)
● School pick up/drop off times are particularly acute in rural areas, which causes safety
concerns.
● Residents are generally wary of charges, with time restrictions possibly being more
favourable.
● Planned developments around villages combined with a culture of car dependency are
likely to further exacerbate the existing parking pressures in villages.
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Figure 18: Distribution of car park capacity by ownership and quality
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3.9

Cheshire Oaks

There are 7,017 off-street parking spaces across the Cheshire Oaks site, all of which are
privately owned. There are no on-street bays.
3.9.1

Site Visits

A summary of the main findings and issues which were found through the surveys at
Cheshire Oaks is as follows:
● All car parking provision at Cheshire Oaks is privately owned, which severely limits
CWaC’s ability to implement an overarching strategy.
● As expected for a retail destination, demand for car parking is significantly higher on a
Saturday than a weekday.
● The only car park to charge, Blue Planet Aquarium, is also the only car park of below
average quality.
3.9.2

Stakeholder Consultations and Locality Officer Meeting

No stakeholder consultations or locality officer meetings were held specifically for Cheshire
Oaks due to the nature of the site. However, comments from consultations and meetings
for other study areas indicate that there are concerns over how other retail vicinities in the
borough can remain competitive and financially viable when Cheshire Oaks offers free
parking for customers.
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4 Conclusion

The data collection exercise was carried out for the purpose of providing a comprehensive
evidence base on which to develop the Cheshire West and Chester Parking Strategy. It
comprised a number of specific tasks covering site visits, policy reviews, benchmarking of
residential parking zones, stakeholder consultations and meetings with CWaC Locality
Officers.
Reviews and data collection exercises were carried out for various parking types including
car parks, on-street parking bays, residential parking zones, disabled parking and parent
and child parking. Issues and opportunities were identified for the borough as a whole, as
detailed in Section 2. Specific findings, such as issues and opportunities for individual
localities, are summarised in Section 3. The main issues found were broadly around the
following areas:
● Location and quantity of provision
● Quality of parking provision
● Under-supply of parking capacity at rail stations leading to overspill parking in
surrounding areas
● Inconsistency in tariffs and time restrictions within each centre and across the borough
● Missing, confusing or inaccurate signage and online information
● Conflicting parking policies
● Low rates of public ownership limiting scope of implementing a cohesive strategy
● Lack of technology to assist and improve the user’s parking experience
The data collected through this exercise forms the evidence base for developing the full
parking strategy for the borough, which is described in a separate report.
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